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ERNEST G. MUNTZ

Beaver Child

Along with many Cincinnatians and visi tors to the Queen
City, I have admired the mosaic murals at the Greater Cincinnati
Airport. As we know, the murals were originall y housed in the Union
Terminal, and the story of their move from the Terminal to the
Airport could well be the subject of another paper.
Each mural captures the essence of t his ci ty's range of
major industr ies in the 1920's. I must admit tha t I am partial to the
mural in the American Airlines terminal, since it depicts the industry
which my grandfather headed for many year s - - T he American
Laundry Machinery Company.
When younger, I had not known ver y much about the life
and works of the creator of those murals, Winold Reiss. As a college
student, I had a job one summer at Glacier National Par k in Montana
as a sightseeing bus driver. To those visitors coming to the park, my
task was to describe geological formations, flora, fauna, as well as
Indian myths pertaining to that area. Little did I know of the
reia tionship
that
had
existed
between
Winold
Reiss,
mosaicist-muralist, and the Blackfeet Indians, who liv e d on a
reservation near Glacier Park.
Recently I decided to gather some material for a paper on
Reiss and focus on his interest in the North American Indian,
especially the Blackfoot.
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Winold Reiss was born in Germany, September 1886. His
father, Fritz, was a well-known and respected oil painter, primarily
of peasant types of the Black Forest, where the Reiss family lived.
Winold learned painting skills from his father and later feceived his
artistic training at the Royal Academy of Fine Art in Munich. Both
of his teachers, Franz von Stuck and Julius Diez, were, according to
Reiss, early leaders of modern art and design in Europe.
The young artist-to-be, along with other German boys his
age, was captivated by the myths of the North American Indian.
Winold was influenced by the writings of the Romantic German
wri ter, Karl May; by Karl Bodmer's Indian sketches and paintings
which provided the illustrations for his patron's, Prince Maximilian,
Travels in the Interior of North America; and by the novels of James
Fenimore Cooper. These works stirred the imagination of young
Reiss, instilling in him a desire to travel to the New World at the
appropria te time in his artistic development to paint the noble
savage, the North American Indian.
Reiss came to the United States in 1913 at age
twenty-seven specifically to paint portraits of the Indian and to
introduce to America modern decorative art, a style well known in
Austria and in his native Germany where it originated. After arrivi ng
in New York, the artist had a difficult time finding the Indians he
wanted to paint. He discovered, to his disappointment, that they
were several thousand miles away. Because of lack of money and the
outbreak of the First World War, Reiss had to postpone for a few
years his desire to paint Indians in their natural habitat.
But all was not in vain. By chance he encountered on an
elevated train in Manhattan a Blackfoot brave far from home whose
name was Yellow Elk. Seizing the opportunity to paint his first
Indian, who turned out to be an unemployed circus rider, Reiss had
the poor wretch dressed in colorful costumes borrowed from the
American Museum of Natural History. The subject went through an
amazing metamorphosis, as described in this account:
We dressed him in the war bonnet and beaded
s~lrt of Flaming Cloud, the not unworthy
lLeutenant of the great Sitting Bull, once the
~error of
the Plains.
The change was
Instantaneous. Gone was the slouching gai t,
the hang-dog look, the dumb suffering; Yellow
Elk, the discharged circus rider, familiar of
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the grog shop and the gutter, vanished . In .his
place there strode a. ~an and. a warr lor,
resplendent in color, fillIng the di.'n halls of
the museum with dignity an d ;>Olse . Ho~ r
after hour, day after day, Re iss dre. . from thiS
model. The industry of the ar s and the
patience of the model were alike incredib le .
It so happened that the encounter with Yello. Elk caused Reiss to
become closely associated with the Natural HIs y \1useum, which

contained many important Indian collections a nd
life-long study of the North American Indian.

here he began his

During the six years in Manhattan, Reiss worked hard
establishing his Art School on Fifth A venue, which was dedica ted to
instruction in modern decorative art imported f om Eur ope. He
concentrated his attention on interior design, ill s a ion and mural
painting.
A t this point a definition of modern decora tive art would
be appropriate. As stated in Modern Art Collect
(191 5), it is "a
form or series of forms, a certain feeling called decorative -- which
expresses itself through strong Hnes and broad colo s. The colors
could be bold or soft, but the overal1 effect is big, road, yet simple:
the bigger and simpler the effect, the more decora lve the art."
Reiss combIned thi s art form, which was abstract and decorative,
with the representational form learned from his fathe , event ually to
portray the American Indian.
His ability to combine the traditi onal j h the modern
brought his recognition as a first-rate artist. Added to that was his
reputation as a mural painter which led to his being chosen to
dec orate the major portIon of the Cincinnati Uni Terminal .
After the First World War, havi ng establis hed himself as a
painter and interior designer and having acq uired enough money from
commissions, Reiss left Manhattan in the winter of 1919 to travel
west to visit the Blackfoot Reservation. He was warmly received by
the Blackfeet and promptly went about the lo ng-awaited t ask of
painting them. Some of his subjects were re luc tant to pose at first;
others, though agreeable, tended to doze while sitting. Perseverance
and patience paid off.
Reiss was able to complete thirty-five
studies, all of which gaine d the Immedia te approval of the Blackfeet.
So impressed were they by his labor that they made him an honorary
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member of their tribe and gave him the name of "Beaver Child ll
because of his long hours of hard work requiring intense
concentration.
From the Blackfoot Reservation Reiss journeyed to
Colorado, New Mexico and on to Mexico, discovering other Indians in
those areas to paint. At one time he encountered Yellow Elk, who
was not involved in circus riding but rather, according to a reliable
report, was a prominent citizen on the Dakota Reservation and a
proud and frequent father.
Seven years later, in 1927, Reiss traveled west again to
visit the Blackfeet. When he arrived, he discovered that there had
been a high mortality rate, especially among the older population.
He felt the need to portray a once-popUlous community, now
becoming an endangered species. Once more he lived up to his
adopted name, Beaver Child, and worked diligently for three months
capturing the strength of character and nobility of the s1 tters, while
accentuating the brilliant colors of their dress.
During the summers of 1927 and 1928, Reiss completed
about eighty paintings of Indians, including the Blackfeet, all of
which were purchased by Louis Hill, son of the founder of the Great
Northern Railroad. In 1929, at the Belmaison Galleries in New York,
there was a one-man show of Reiss' paintings of Canadian and
Montana tribes. In the catalogue for this exhibit it was stated that
"When the U.S. Government sought to immortalize America's typical
Indian Chief on the buffalo nickel, it selected one of Winold Reiss'
subjects." Among several other exhibits of Reiss' Indian art were
ones held in the thirties at the European capitals of Vienna, Prague,
Budapest and Berlin. Present at the 1943 exhibition at the Museum
of the Plains Indian were many Indians who expressed a keen interest
in and appreciation of Reiss' paintings.
Reiss' subjects always included the young, middle-aged
and old of both sexes. He was par ticularly interested in the older
generation among the Blackfeet who survived the period following
the extermination of the buffalo. Faced with incredible hardship,
they had to adjust to a way of life unfamiliar to their own. Their
determination to persevere with dignity under adversity was
reflected in their faces and captured in Reiss' portraits. It is
~m~o:tant to note that Reiss portrayed all of his subjects as
indlviduals and not as types. Some of their names were as colorful as
their dress: Green-Grass Bun, Weasel Head, Wades-In-The-Water,
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Heavy Head, Scalping Woman, Long Time P ' pe
Howling Woman.

and

'0

lways

artist, E opean or
th • -nerican

Although Reiss was not ~h~ first
he
American , to interpret the characteristics
of
, .
Indian, he was, according to one cntlc,

(T)he first painter who saw
I ?ian
abstractly as subject for art, who ~gruzed
classic monumentality in the mannthe Indian folded his blanket abou
the proud carriage of his head. His;>had helped to restore and give reali " 0
legend of the noble red man and hale ade
him an epic figure among t he ~os·
vanishing races of mankind. He has been
to achieve this quality of universali
:
sacr ifieing his realistic approach.
;;0

Reiss, then, was not just a visitor
Reservation, but a friend who became an honorar '
tribe. Perhaps a comparison could be made betwe
In Fenimore Cooper's The Deerslayer, Natty
Delaware Indian chief, Chingachgook, admired an
other's "gifts," that is, different standards or codes e
the white man and the Indian imposed on each
environment. However, both, as all men, are bas'
nature, as stated in First Corinthians: "Now t here
gifts, but the same Spirit." Likewise, Winold ReOld World, becoming part of the New, and the B
Montana maintained a bond of admiration and i l l
other, respecting each other's contrasting "gifts.

Blackfoot
bet of their
and fi ction.
?O and the
resj)eCte d each
- - g be tween
eJger'ence and
he same in
lersities of
ro m the
eet tribe of
for each
e

Reiss said that the Indian "is t he
n, he most
honorable friend that lives."
After his dea
in 1953 at age
sixty-seven, the ashes of Beaver Chlld were scattered over the
reservation by those whom he had taken such grea care to portray in
his paintings -- his f rie nds, the Blackfeet.

Ethan B. S

ey
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Plains

Severed Heads

The Presbyterians sing a hymn entitled "Oh, Sacred
Head." Undoubtedly, other Christians sing it also since the words
were written by Bernard of Clairvaux in the early twelfth century.
The hymn might even have been sung on that memorable Sunday in
1146 when Bernard, in the Church of St. Magdalen high on that windy
hill where Vezelay sits, whipped his congregation into such a frenzy
that they all came forward, donned the cross and thus the Second
Crusade began.
But back to our hymn. Examination of the words of all
three stanzas reveals that the author addresses the head as if it
existed independently of the body. This curious conceit led me, one
Sunday morning when I should have been listening to the sermon, to
an attempt to recall some of the great disembodied heads of history
and legend.
My thoughts turned first to my favorite disembodied head,
that of Bran the Blessed, the legendary Celtic hero. In fact, the
entire story of Bran is a pure delight and I will now proceed to relate
it for the benefit of those Sassenachs present tonight. First of all, it
should be understood that Bran was a giant and a Welsh giant to boot.
He was the son of the god Llyr and so large that no hall would
accommodate him. The story goes that the king of the Irish asked for
the hand of Bran's sister,. Branwen, in marriage and the wedding
ceremony was held on the isle of Anglesey. During the festivities the
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horses of the Irish king were mutilated and Bran gave the king, in
restitution, the famous Cauldron of Heali g. Branwen's life was
unhappy in Ireland where she was mistreated. Hearing of this, Bran
crossed the Irish Sea to rescue her. While 3r 's forces went by shi p,
Bran himself waded behind his ships. When he Welsh landed, the
Irish retreated, destroying the bridge over a
p river . Bran solved
this problem by stretching himself from bank
bank while his troops
walked over him.
When the battle broke
, the Welsh found
themselves at a disadvantage because Irish c -~ ere being thrown
into the Cauldron of Healing from which the y e rged to figh t agai n.
Bran's half brother found the solution to t his
hiding a mong the
Irish corpses and, when the lot was thrown .
he cauldron , he
stretched himself until the cauldron shattered.
's ultima tely gave
Bran the victory but it was a Pyrrhic one foe he was mortally
wounded. He commanded his followers to strike oil his head and bury
it beneath the White Mount in London with its face towards France
and, as long as the head was undisturbed, England ould neve r suffer
a plague. But, Bran said, they would be a long 'me on the way to
London. First they should go to Harlech where they and the head
would feast for seven years and the birds of Rhiannon wo uld be
singing with them. "And," said Bran, "the head ill be as pleasant
company to you as ever it was at best when it as on me." Then
fourscore years at Gwales in Penfro where, said Bran , "Un t il you open
the door towards Cornwall, you may bide there and the head with you
uncorrupted."
And it came about exactly as Bran had foreto ld. During
the eighty years in Gwales, no one aged a da y and they were not
aware of having spent a time more joyous and delightful. Because of
these fourscore years this was called, in Welsh annals, the Assembly
of the Wondrous Head. A t the end of this per iod, they went through
the door to Cornwall and then straight to London to bury the head in
the White Mount. And when it was buried, it was thereafter know n as
one of the Three Happy Concealments.
Now, the engaging story I have just told you may have
been ninety-nine percent Welsh imagination, but my next tale is one
hundred percent Scottish truth. King James IV of Scotland was
probably the bravest and most intelligent of the Scottish kings. He
fought in the front line of his forces at the Battle of Flodden Field in
1513 where the Scots were defeated, as they were In every major
engagement with the English, except Bannockburn. James was killed
in the course of the battle and his body was placed in a lead casket.
The casket was first taken to London and then to a monastery at
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Shene in Surrey. At the dissolution of the monasteries in Henry vnrs
time, the buildIngs passed into the ownership of the Earl of Suffolk,
who, having no interest in the king's corpse, tossed it into the old
lumber room. While the monastery buildings were beIng converted
into the Earl's palace, some workmen amused themselves by cutting
off the king's head. A certain Lancelot Young, a master glazier to
Queen Elizabeth, acquired the head, presumably when he was working
on the conversion of the monastery buildings for the Earl of Suffolk.
Young observed that the head smelled sweet and was ·q uite dry, as
though mummified. There was a full head of red hair; there was a
full red beard; the face was still recognizable. Stowe, the English
antiquarian, writes that Lancelot Young was very plea~ed with h,is
possession of the head (perhaps he felt that he was gettIng ahead In
the world) and "he kept it for its sweetness." Eventually, however,
Young gave the head to the local sexton for burial in a charnel house.
There ends the saga of James lV's head, or does it? At
the time Stowe talked to Young, the latter was HvIng in Wood Street
in the Cripplegate district of London. Wood Street was one block
away from Silver Street where lived, with some French immigrants
nam ed Mountjoy, an aspiring young poet and playwright named
William Shakespeare. We have no evidence that Shakespeare an d
Young ever met, but it is most probable that news of the head came
to Shakespeare's attentIon and, with hIs great curiosity, he woul d
have taken a look a t it. Can you not picture the scene? Shakespeare
turning the head over in his hands, sniffing its "sweetness" and filing
the memory way in his mind for future use. Future use? The bloody
heads in Macbeth? Alas, poor Yorick?
In the early 1650's, one Theophilus Brome came from
Warwickshire to Chilton Cantelo in Somerset. There he purchased
Higher Chilton Farm and there he died on August 18, 1670. On his
deathbed he gave instructions that his head should be severed from
his body and kept permanently in the farmhouse. It is understandable
that future tenants and owners of the farmhouse did not care for this
grisly apparition, but, whenever an attempt was made to dispose of
the head, dire things happened only to cease when the head was
returned.
In 1826, workrnen celebrated renovating the house by
drinking beer from the relic, now a skull, whereupon great crashings
of thunder, flashings of lightning and sounds of spectral wrath
stampeded them. Today the skull still remains in the farmhouse.
Why did The?philus leave so macabre an instruction? It
may be because, followmg the restoration, there were a number of
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instances of dead enemies of the monarchy being disinterred and
decapitated. Oliver Cromwell's head, for example, was spiked at
Westminster. It is possible that Brome was a Parliamentarian and he
hoped to have his head placed in safety before the pubHc executioner
could get his axe on it.
Then there was St. Denis. Unfortunately, we do not know
much about Denis. This is a shame, because any man who can walk
two miles with "'is lead tucked underneath 'is harm" (as the song goes
about Anne Boleyn) deserves to be fully documented. Around 250
A.D., one Dionysius, or Denis, preached at Lutitia Parisiorum (the
future Paris) and organized a Christian church there.
He was
probably the first missionary to this area. He suffered martyrdom,
that is, he was decapitated, at the order of the Roman precounsel,
probably Valerius. The place was Vicus Catulliacus, the present town
of St. Denis. The legend early arose that, after the beheading, Denis
carried his head from Montmartre to St. Denis, a distance of two
miles. This is a Ii ttle confusing. How did he get to Montmartre if his
head was cut off at St. Denis?
Despite the scantiness of the history or legend about
Denis, he must have had a special appeal, or appeared to have a
special holiness, to French royalty for .St. Denis is, by a wide m.argin,
the favorite burying spot for French kmgs. If t~e head of LoUls X~I
is buried there, what an interesting tete a tete WIth the head of DenIS
must have occurred.
Those of you still listening to this reading on this grisly
subject will have noted that most of these torsoless heads are Celtic
ones and this is not coincidence. The cult of the severed head was
widespread among the Celts and the custom of pr.eser~ing th~ heads
of enemies was written about by the Roman hlstOr1a~s, ~lOdorus
5iculus and Llvy. The practice was not ~erely blood.thirstIness, as
with Tamerlane nor were the heads kept Just as trophIes of co~bat.
as with the scal~s taken by the American Indians. The ~elts believed

~~:~n~~e o~o~~i~~:iite~~~ r~~; ~~~i~'Ul~iFocre t~~e ;:l~~ ~~n;:l\~~~ ~~~t~!~'~
severed head could exist in its own right. By possessIng ano
head, his person and spirit could be controlled.

The heads of particularly important ene~ies were
.
"b or b the individual famlly. These
maintained eIther by .the tr~ ~
r~ection to the tribe because the
were priceless possessions, gl~ln~ P
d Iso providing continual
enemy's power was now the tnbe s power an a
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evidence of the greatness of the owner. The head, representing an
aspect of divinity, was frequently used to adorn a temple .
The
remains of Celtic temples in southern France contain niches wi
skulls in them and other temples have stylized carvings of severe
heads. Indeed, the isolated face, broken down into its differenelements, pervades Celtic art.
It has an Allce-in- Wonderlanc
quality, akin to the Cheshire cat: sometimes the whole cat is visible.
sometimes just its grin. The more gruesome aspects of the cult .ol
the severed head should not blind us to the philosophy Whl
motivated the Celts: that the head, because it housed the soul, was
endowed with dignity and divinity.

James L. Elder
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Do Not Have Tux; Must Travel

The morning mail Is so otten disappointing, with its wads
of se cond, third and fourth class junk -- the innumerable notices of
professional seminars being brought to Cincinnati just to meet my
every need -- be it management of time, personnel, finan ces or the
retirement years -- or the ubiquitous offers of trial subscriptions to
an unbelievable range of publications -- from tips on how to injec t
humor into oral presentations (1 should have bought that one! ) to
up-to-the-minute information on what is happening on the college
scene (no thanks, I should be writing it!). Or the book notices! Lord
Almighty, how much better off I would have been had I spent the
time reading books instead of their notices. Add in the flyer from
Makro, the beautiful brochures from companies waiting to sell
computers, big and small, new and used or the software to be use d
with said computers, software which will solve all problems and once
~ore give life a rosy glow, or the company that claims your campus
1S a loser without a carillon -- that pitch being closely followed by
one from a company that will show you how to raise the funds to buy
that carillon. Even a letter of corn plaint from an irate student,
parent or colleague can be welcomed as a note of relief from the
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dreary stuff that gets neatly stacked on my de sk around noon each
day.
But you get the picture -- no hing much good comes in
the morning mail. Even the first class mail is heavily loaded with
envelopes, large and small, which bear he frank of a federal
government agency and contain pretty du ll s
-- notices of this or
that grant competition, reprints from the Federal Register, EEOC
compliance forms and so on. Thus, one da y 1
ugust it was with
very
1i ttle
enthusiasm
tha t
I
opened
a
pla in
brown
government-franked envelope from Cleveland, Ohio. 1 did not even
think any disparaging thoughts about C leve land. It was that numb.
But -- 10 and behold -- something good could corne in the morning
mail -- and out of Cleveland, no less!
It was an invitation from the Lew is Research Center of
the National Aeuronautics and Space Administ ra ion for my wife and
me to participate in an Aerospace Educat ion Conference and to
witness the Octo~er launching of the space shut tle Challenger -- and
that was somethmg no red-blooded American boy could turn down!
There was one problem though. My wife was teachin g on two of the
days involved.
But that was resolved ver y sim ply.
This was
something no red-blooded /\merican girl coul d turn down, especially
one whose heroine had always been Amelia Earhart . Arrangements
were made, substitutes secured and off we we nt to F lorida for three
information-packed days of seminars and VIP visits to the Kennedy
Space Center and Cape Canaveral, culmi na ing in the perfect,
awe-inspiring, heart-tingling, emotion-lade n lift off a t high noon,
October 30 of Space Transportation System 61- A.

Though this was the twenty-second space shuttle launch,
it was no longer designated by number as had been done e arli er. Now
the designation was more precise. Flight 6l - A. was broken down in
this manner: "6" represented the fiscal year of the launch, that is,
1986; "1" indicated that the launch was from the Kennedy Space
Center (112" would mean Edwards Air Force Base in California, where
another launch facility was under construc tion); "A" showed it to be
the first launch of the given fiscal year. One must keep in mind the
launch designation always refers to when the ~aunch wa~ scheduled to
lift off, not when it actually did lift off. F or Instance, if the seventh
launch of the current fiscal year was sche duled from Kennedy for
September, its designation would be ,6 1- G: If delays pushed the
launch date into October 1986, its deslgna tlO n would stay 61,-G, not
change to 71-A. Clear? Of course you have no way of knOWIng that
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this would have been the twenty-eighth launch except by counting
them all on your fingers. Yet it was obvious that the fact that ours
was the twenty-second space shuttle launch was relativel y
immaterial. So many launches were being planned for the future tha
exact counts, except maybe in scores and hundreds, would be waste d
effort. When we were there, NASA was confidently moving towards
its objective of a launch every fifteen days, or twenty-four a year ,
utilizing both launch pads at Kennedy and the newly constructed one
at Edwards. In talking with NASA officials and astronauts, including
Colonel Bob Overmeyer, shuttle commander of the flight the previous
spring, one came away with the feeling that they thought of
themselves as now being in the trucking business, that their job was
to carry goods -- the payload -- from here to there, and that soon
such service woulc,l be on a regular and scheduled basis. Even the
name given to the entire flight package of shuttle, external fuel tank
and the two solid fuel rocket boosters --Space Transportation Syste m
-- may have significanc.e. In light of recent events, one wonders
whether this air of nonchalance simply represented whistling in the
dark because of the intimate knowledge of the dangers involved in
space travel, or whether, indeed, unparalleled success had lulled the m
all into a false sense of security.
Flight 61-A was unique in that 1t was the first to be
totally comrni tted to experiments carried on by foreign governrnents,
in this case West Germany and Holland. Not only did this produce
three foreign members of the shuttle crew, but the VIP viewing site
was populated with top brass wearing unfamiliar uniforms. They sat
in the stands next to ours, along with heavily guarded members of the
royal Dutch farnily. Flight 61-A was unusual in another respect. It
was the first launch to carry a crew of eight. It was something of a
thrill to learn that I knew one of the crew, Colonel Guilon Bluford. I
had been privileged to meet him earlier when he had visited the Air
Force ROTC detachment at the University of Cincinnati.
His
presence on board gave the excitement and tension of liftoff an
added dimension. And I thought of that in the tragic moments of last
January, for on this trip I had also been privileged to meet our first
teacher in space, Christa McAuliffe.
I mentioned earlier that the invitation to attend the
October 30 launch came to me in August of last year. In retrospect,
that may be significant. The invitation meant that I was out of town
on the last Monday in October and thus missed the annual banquet of
this august organization, and, of course, President Sullivan's paper.
The year before, in August 1984, I had received an equally

